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The VMVSystems Sniffer application is written completely in Delphi and was
designed to be an TCP/IP Traffic Analyser software. VMVSystems Sniffer will allow to
monitor network activity, statistics, view packets datagrams. PMTSniff is the packet
sniffer utility, which collects data from packets and send them to the GUI. It
supports IP, TCP and UDP data types. It has good performance, works in real time
and allows to capture a maximum amount of data per packet. It has many options
of filtering packets, supports GUI, decoder based on the dissector algorithm. It can
be configured to sniff only on specific interfaces (subnets). It can use an existing
interface defined and configured in network interfaces. It is designed to simplify
network experiments by automating packet sniffing. It is like almost all other
sniffers but with some new features: - It's an Open Source Software - It's self
contained executable, it does not require installation, it starts without asking for a
user name and password and it does not prompt for the password. - It supports
both Windows and Linux/Unix platforms, can be ran as administrator or nonadministrator - It supports both IP and TCP packet sniffing. - It supports interfacing
with other protocols and tools. - It supports both capture and display (thus allowing
GUI) - It provides a full featured menu and config options. - It supports various
capture modes like: SNIFFER: It simply does packet capture continuously. STREAM:
A capture is done in chunks that must be of a predefined size. STOPPED: The
capture stop when a packet is received. This mode is useful when you want to put
the sniffer to sleep, so it is not consuming too much resources when idle. PEAK:
Capture packets with higher priority. This is useful when you want to capture a
limited amount of packets from a certain application. KEEPALIVE: Continuously do
some packet sniffing. This is useful if you want to sniff something continuously, only
when the machine is on or if the sniffer acts as a server. INTERFACE: Capture and
display on the specified interface. WINSOCK: Capture packets using WinSock API.
SOCKS: Capture packets using SOCKS PROXY connections. BSDIFF: Capture using
IPFW capture feature. The following operations are supported: - Filter
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The application is able to monitor network activity and to display packets
datagrams in an ICMP,TCP,HTTP,SMB,PPP,POP3,SIP,FTP,SSL,
DIGEST,RADIUS,LDAP,SENSICIP classes as well as IPX,6LOWPAN,LLDP. It will also
display the MAC addresses, source ports, destination ports, source IPs, destination
IPs, Protocols, Flags, TTLs, Packets and Packet sizes. A Node-splitter is an hardware
component that divides a single physical link into multiple physical links. If a
network works like this: Link A-B-C-D-E-F-H-I-J Link A-B Link B-C Link C-D Link D-E
Then a Node-splitter must have the following characteristics: Must have two
physical ports, linked to link A-B and B-C Must have a physical port linked to C-D
and a physical port linked to D-E The physical ports must be linked in the following
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order: LINK A on an Physical port LINK B on an Physical port LINK C on a Physical
port LINK D on a Physical port A Node-splitter is designed to be inserted between
two physical ports or end nodes. Direction of data flow: When a node-splitter is
used, it can decide to either forward or split data. Forward split: If a Node-splitter is
used to split a link, then data will only be sent to the next physical port on the next
link in the direction of the data flow (note that data flow may be directional).
Forward split is by default, unless you have set the option to use split/forward in the
options menu. Split: If a node-splitter is used to split a link, then data will be sent to
both the next physical ports on the next links in the direction of the data flow (note
that data flow may be directional). Split is by default, unless you have set the
option to use split/forward in the options menu. Split/forward and forward split: The
splitter may be used to choose to either forward split or split the data. Forward split
can be achieved b7e8fdf5c8
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VMVSystems Sniffer [32|64bit]

---------------------------- VMVSystems Sniffer is a traffic analyzer designed to have high
level of compatibility with other Network Traffic Analyzers. VMVSystems Sniffer
main focus is to provide to its user the best possible compatibility with other tools,
and therefore has a lot of possibilities to monitor your network. You will quickly find
out that VMVSystems Sniffer is versatile! This software gives you the possibility to
monitor any kind of network activity for all your Nodes. It will control up to 100 or
more Nodes, from many different Computers/Laptops and Unix/Linux/Windows
Operating Systems. VMVSystems Sniffer is compatible with different kind of
networks; it can monitor: ¿LANs (Local Area Networks): TCP/IP, IPX, Appletalk,
AppleTalk-IP, AppleTalk-TCP, Unicast. ¿WANs (Wide Area Networks): IP, IPX, Internet
and other Internet Protocols, TCP, UDP, ICMP, IGMP, IGMP-INFORMATION, IGMPMESSAGES, TCP-BAN, TCP-ECHO, UDP-ECHO, UDP-BAN, UDP-ERROR, TCP-ERROR,
SCTP-ERROR, RTP-ERROR and RTP-MESSAGES. It can also monitor for the local
network. This application can monitor the following communication protocols;
¿TCP/IP: Internet/Ethernet, TCP/IP, TCP-BAN (TCP-BLOCK), TCP-ERROR (RST, SYN,
FIN, TIME-WAIT, SEQ-NEEDED), UDP/IP, UDP-BAN (UDP-BLOCK), UDP-ERROR (RST,
SYN, FIN, TIME-WAIT, SEQ-NEEDED), IP-SCTP, IP-ICMP, IP-IGMP, IP-IGMPINFORMATION, IP-IGMP-MESSAGES, IP-GARP, IP-LINK-LOCAL. VMVSystems Sniffer
can also monitor the following specific protocols; - ARP, IPV6, IPV6-NP, IPV6-DAD,
IPV6-LOCAL. - AppleTalk, TCP/IP, UDP/IP, UDP-ECHO, UDP-BAN, UDP-ERROR.
What's New In VMVSystems Sniffer?

VMVSystems Sniffer is a complete and efficient tool for analyzing your network
traffic. Through its exclusive design you will achieve to check:
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System Requirements For VMVSystems Sniffer:

* Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-2400 CPU @ 3.10 GHz * 4GB RAM * A USB Keyboard and
Mouse * DirectX 9.0 or later. * 1 GB free HDD space Windows 10 Mac OS X 10.11.2
(Mac OS X 10.11.1 or later recommended) Linux Ubuntu 16.04, Debian 9.0, CentOS
7.2 Minimum specifications (desktop mode): * Intel(R) Core(
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